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Introduction: The exposure history of meteorites has been 

characterized by several cosmogenic nuclides.  Sm and Gd iso-
topic shifts by neutron capture reactions also provide useful in-
formation to understand the exposure records of meteorites, be-
cause 149Sm and 157Gd have very large thermal neutron capture 
cross sections [1,2].  Most of aubrites show brecciated-textures 
and sometimes contain unique inclusions having unknown ori-
gins [3].  In previous works of Sm and Gd isotopic studies of one 
of aubrites, Pesyanoe, the neutron fluences of four different 
phases taken from a small fragment show significant variation up 
to 30 % relative to the matrix portion, suggesting the existence of 
preirradiation components in the matrix [2].  In this study, in or-
der to find a possibility of the early irradiation record on the 
other aubritic species than Pesyanoe, Sm isotopic compositions 
of light-colored fragment taken from Norton County was deter-
mined.   

Sample and Experiments: Norton County is a brecciated 
aubrite, and has a long cosmic-ray exposure age (111 Ma).  In 
this study, the whole rock and handpicked material of the light-
colored phase were prepared. Each Sample weighing about 0.2 g 
was decomposed by HF-HClO4.  The samples was then taken to 
dryness and redissolved in 1 mL of 2M HCl. The solution was 
divided into two portions: the main portion for Sm isotopic 
measurement and the rest for the determination of REE abun-
dances. Sm was separated by conventional cation exchange 
methods [2]. A Micro-mass VG54-30 thermal ionization mass 
spectrometer equipped with seven Faraday cup collectors was 
used for the isotopic measurement of Sm. ICP-MS(VG Plasma 
Quad III) was used for the determination of REE contents in two 
samples.  

Result and Discussion: The neutron fluence of  (3.40±0.01)

× 1016 n/cm2 estimated from Sm isotopic composition of the 
whole rock of Norton County used in this study is 2.3 to 2.9 
times higher than those reported before [2].  The difference can 
be explained by the difference of depths in the parent body.  On 
the other hand, the neutron fluence of the light-colored phase is 
5.5 times larger than that of the whole rock.  This cannot be sim-
ply explained by the difference of depth.  

The REE pattern of the whole rock sample shows slightly 
negative anomalies of Ce, Eu and Yb, that has been previously 
reported in the early condensation materials such as hibonite in 
Murchison [4].  The REE data also support the existence of preir-
radiation materials in the Norton County meteorite. 
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